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Please Try to Remember the First of Octember! Theo. LeSieg 1977-10-12
Dr. Seuss imagines a day when all your wishes
come true in this classic Beginner Book.
Octember the First is the day on which all your
most outlandish wishes come true. If March is
too dusty and April too gusty, if May is too early
and June is too soon, just try to remember the
first of Octember, when whatever you are hoping
to get will be yours! From a balloon pool in the
sky to a pickle tree in your backyard, Please Try
to Remember the First of Octember! is a wildly
silly story that will have readers laughing—and
wishing—out loud. Originally created by Dr.
Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to
read all by themselves, with simple words and
illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
The 500 Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins - Dr.
Seuss 2013-09-24
As topical today as when it was first published in
1938, this book tells of Bartholomew Cubbins
(from Caldecott Honor winner Bartholomew and
the Oobleck) and his unjust treatment at the
hands of King Derwin. Each time Bartholomew
attempts to obey the king’s order to take off his
hat, he finds there is another hat on his head.
Soon it is Bartholomew’s head that is in danger .
. . of being chopped off! While The 500 Hats is
one of Dr. Seuss’s earliest works, it is
nevertheless totally Seussian, addressing
subjects that we know the good doctor was
passionate about: abuse of power (as in Yertle
the Turtle), rivalry (as in The Sneetches), and of
course, zany good humor!
Dr. Seuss's Book of Animals - Dr. Seuss
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2018-01-02
An easy reader about animals—real and
imaginary—with illustrations by Dr. Seuss!
Featuring a mix of real animals and Seussian
creatures, this super-simple rhymed riff about
animals is both a concept book AND a funny
introduction to the world of Dr. Seuss.
Illustrated with art from beloved Dr. Seuss
books—including One Fish Two Fish Red Fish
Blue Fish,Mr. Brown Can Moo! Can You?, and
Dr. Seuss's ABC—it teaches beginning readers to
identify animals in the world around them and
ones only found in classic books by Dr. Seuss!
Nurture a love of reading—and of Seussian
creatures—with this great new concept book for
beginning readers!
The Lorax - Dr. Seuss 2013-09-24
Celebrate Earth Day with Dr. Seuss and the
Lorax in this classic picture book about
protecting the environment! I am the Lorax. I
speak for the trees. Dr. Seuss’s beloved story
teaches kids to speak up and stand up for those
who can’t. With a recycling-friendly “Go Green”
message, The Lorax allows young readers to
experience the beauty of the Truffula Trees and
the danger of taking our earth for granted, all in
a story that is timely, playful and hopeful. The
book’s final pages teach us that just one small
seed, or one small child, can make a difference.
Printed on recycled paper, this book is the
perfect gift for Earth Day and for any child—or
child at heart—who is interested in recycling,
advocacy and the environment, or just loves
nature and playing outside. Unless someone like
you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to
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get better. It’s not. “Pretty much all the stuff you
need to know is in Dr. Seuss.” –President Barack
Obama
Great Day for Up! - Dr. Seuss 1974-08-12
The meanings of "up" are conveyed with merry
verse and illustrations in a happy book that
celebrates the joy of life.
The Cat in the Hat - Theodor Seuss Geisel 1957
Two children sitting at home on a rainy day meet
the cat in the hat who shows them some tricks
and games.
Oh, Say Can You Say? - Dr. Seuss 2013-11-05
Tongue twisters abound in this classic Dr. Seuss
Beginner Book! "Bed Spreaders spread spreads
on beds. Bread Spreaders spread butter on
breads. And that Bed Spreader better watch out
how he's spreading . . . or that Bread Spreader's
sure going to butter his bedding." This riotous
collection weaves together a wonderment of
words designed to twist the lips. Wordsmiths
and beginning readers will love Oh Say Can You
Say? and treasure tackling these tangled tongue
teasers. Originally created by Dr. Seuss,
Beginner Books encourage children to read all
by themselves, with simple words and
illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
Perfectly Peculiar Pets - Elli Woollard
2019-03-21
From armadillos, flamingos and umbrella birds
to quokkas and iguanas, Elli Woollard presents a
lovely collection of poems for younger children
about pets which are just a little bit peculiar...
Filled with fun rhymes, quirky black-and-white
illustrations and exotic animals, this book is
perfect for reading aloud. Some poems are
hilarious, some are gruesome and some will
make you want to wash your hair, but there's
sure to be a pet poem here for every child and
adult alike.
The Thing About Spring - Daniel Kirk
2015-02-17
Spring is in the air! Bear, Bird, and Mouse are
all excited that winter snows are melting away,
but their friend Rabbit is not. There are too
many things about winter that Rabbit adores,
and spring just seems to spell trouble. His
friends offer an abundance of reasons to love
spring and the changing seasons, but will Rabbit
listen? Daniel Kirk has written a lively and
humorous tale with the gentle message that
change can be fun.
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The Little Blue Box of Bright and Early Board
Books by Dr. Seuss - Dr. Seuss 2012-08
Hit the road reading with Dr. Seuss! Tucked
inside this cute little blue box topped with a
plastic handle and secured by a tuck closure are
board book editions of the classic Dr. Seuss
titles Hop on Pop; Oh, the Thinks You Can
Think!; Ten Apples Up On Top!; and The Shape
of Me and Other Stuff. Ideal for the holidays,
new mothers, and happy occasions of all kinds,
this is a literacy-nurturing gift that babies can
literally sink their teeth into!
Attack of the Vampire Weenies - David Lubar
2012-04-24
Presents thirty-three horror stories about such
topics as warped technology, revengeful ants,
sadistic gym teachers, and a brother's surprise
for his sister's vampire friends.
Marvin K. Mooney Will You Please Go Now! - Dr.
Seuss 1972-08-12
Dr. Seuss has always been welcome in every
reader's home, but in this Bright and Early Book
classic, Marvin K. Mooney's welcome has been
worn out! In merry verse and illustrations,
Marvin is asked to leave by every conceivable
means of transportation. He can leave by lion's
tail or stamp himself and go by mail. By stilts or
Crunk-Car or Zumble-Zay, it's time that Marvin
was on his way. Will Marvin ever get the hint?
Combining brief and funny stories, easy words,
catchy rhythm, and lively illustrations, Bright
and Early Books are an ideal way to introduce
the joys of reading to children.
Hop On Pop - Dr. Seuss 2019-05-30
This charming book introduces young children to
words that rhyme, with classic Dr. Seuss fun!
Dr. Seuss's ABC - Dr. Seuss 2014-01-07
From Aunt Annie's Alligator to Zizzer-ZazzerZuzz, this sturdy board book version of Dr.
Seuss's ABC is now available in a bigger trim
size. With Dr. Seuss as your guide, learning the
alphabet is as fun and as funny as the feather on
a Fiffer-feffer-feff!
Wacky Wednesday - Dr. Seuss 1974-09-12
Find each and every wacky mistake in this silly
book of errors with Dr. Seuss! From a shoe stuck
on the ceiling to tigers at school to flying cars,
this is no normal Wednesday! Kids will love
counting up the crazy things they see on every
page in this search-and-find activity book
featuring the madcap magic of Dr. Seuss's
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rhyme, and hilarious illustrations from George
Booth! Originally created by Dr. Seuss himself,
Beginner Books are unique early readers that
encourage children to read on their own, using
simple words and illustrations that give clues to
their meaning. Smaller than the classic large
format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and
Oh, The Places You’ll Go!, these portable
packages are perfect for early and practicing
readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents too!
Mr. Brown Can Moo! Can You? - Dr. Seuss
2014-07-22
Dr. Seuss’s classic Bright & Early Board Book
about sounds, now available in a larger size!
This sturdy, abridged board book version of Dr.
Seuss's classic sound book Mr. Brown Can Moo!
Can You? introduces children to all sorts of new
words and encourages them to MOO along with
Mr. Brown. Now in a bigger size, this board
book is perfect for toddlers and makes a great
gift for baby showers, birthday, and happy
occasions of all kinds.
I Choose Peace - Doug Bender 2019-11-12
From the influential and ever-growing movement
"I Am Second" comes a remarkable collection of
well-known lives transformed from restless to
happy by the power of God. When I Am Second
launched in 2008, the organization meant simply
to tell stories of people whose lives changed
utterly when they placed God first and
themselves second. Although the organization
has exploded in size and influence since, that
original mission has remained the same--and
continues to have enormous power today. I
Choose Peace is the highly anticipated new book
from I Am Second, gathering together stories of
people who searched everywhere for fulfillment
and wholeness and found it only when they
surrendered to God. People whose stories
appear include the following: Chip and Joanna
Gaines Kathie Lee Gifford Albert Pujols Shawn
Johnson Phil and Kay Robertson Brian "Head"
Welch Moving, compelling, and profoundly
inspiring, the stories found here remind us that
our hearts will always be restless until they find
their rest in God.
Dr. Seuss's Book of Colors - Dr. Seuss
2018-01-02
An easy-to-read book about color, inspired by Dr.
Seuss and illustrated with artwork from his
books! This simple rhymed riff about color is
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illustrated with art from some of the most
beloved—and colorful—works by Dr. Seuss,
including The Cat in the Hat, Green Eggs and
Ham, and One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish.
Great for the earliest reader, it is a perfect
companion to Dr. Seuss concept books like Mr.
Brown Can Moo! Can You?, The Shape of Me
and Other Stuff, and Dr. Seuss's ABC. Nurture a
love of reading—and of the many colorful
characters created by Dr. Seuss—with this great
new concept book for beginning readers!
I Can Lick 30 Tigers Today! and Other
Stories - Dr. Seuss 2013-10-22
Dr. Seuss tells three rhyming tales featuring the
extended family of the Cat in the Hat in I Can
Lick 30 Tigers Today! And Other Stories. The
Cat’s son shows bravado in “I Can Lick 30 Tigers
Today!” while his daughter gets a bit carried
away imagining “The Glunk That Got Thunk.”
And we look back at one of the Cat’s ancestors
for a tale about tails in “King Looie Katz.” This
lesser-known collection of classic Seussian
silliness will be a welcome addition to the
libraries of fans of all ages! This Read & Listen
edition contains audio narration.
Fox in Socks - Dr. Seuss 2015-07-28
A beloved Bright and Early Board Book by Dr.
Seuss, now in a larger trim size! A sturdy board
book edition of Dr. Seuss’s Fox in Socks, now
available in a bigger trim perfect for babies and
toddlers! This abridged version of the classic
Beginner Book features a tricky fox in socks and
the progressively more difficult tongue-twisting
games he plays on his exasperated friend Knox.
Ideal for read-aloud, this beloved classic will
have babies of all ages laughing with—and
at—their parents as they struggle, like Knox, to
blab such blibber blubber as muddle puddle
tweetle poodle beetle noodle bottle paddle
battle! A perfect gift for baby showers,
birthdays, and happy occasions of all kinds!
Hop on Pop - Dr. Seuss 2006
Simplified Chinese/English edition of "Hop On
Pop" by Dr. Seuss. Bilingual
Big Dog-- Little Dog - Philip D. Eastman 2006
Two dogs are opposite in every way, but are the
very best of friends. On board pages.
Dr. Seuss Workbook: Preschool - Dr. Seuss
2021-09-07
Learn and play with Dr. Seuss in this ultimate
Preschool workbook, with over 300 curriculum3/7
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based activities ranging from letters, numbers,
social emotional learning, to science! This multisubject, curriculum-based workbook is
developed by education experts, designed to
give little learners from ages 3-5 a well-balanced
education. With perforated pages for easy onthe-go use, your child will learn essential skills
for school and life—while having fun! Each
playful exercise features familiar Dr. Seuss
characters that reinforce school lessons and
ensure success in and out of the classroom. This
workbook also comes with reward stickers to
mark the end of every activity, plus completion
certificates for each subject to help build your
child's confidence! Your child will learn: Early
Reading Tracing ABCs Writing Colors and
Shapes Numbers and Counting Exploring
Emotions Science Also available: Dr. Seuss
Workbook: Kindergarten, Dr. Seuss Workbook:
Grade 1, Dr. Seuss Workbook: Grade 2, Dr.
Seuss Workbook: Grade 3
If I Ran the Zoo - Dr. Seuss 2014
Gerald tells of the very unusual animals he
would add to the zoo, if he were in charge.
The Creature of Habit - Jennifer E. Smith
2021-11-09
A story for creatures of habit big and small who
might be surprised by the joy of trying
something new. On the island of Habit, there
lives a very big creature with big teeth, big eyes,
and very big feet. Every day the creature does
the exact same things in the exact same order.
He gets up in the morning, eats three pineapples
and two bananas, collects shells, says hello to
the fish, rocks, trees, and crabs of the island
before he eats three more pineapples and two
bananas, and finally goes to bed. It is exactly the
way the big creature likes it. That is, until a
small boat carrying a very small creature with
small teeth, small eyes, and very, very small feet
arrives on the island. At first the big creature is
excited to show the little creature around and
explain how things are done on the island, but
the small creature has his own ideas. He does
not like pineapples or bananas, but he does like
coconuts. Instead of saying hello to the fish, he
swims with them. And instead of collecting
shells, he collects...well, everything else. Also,
the little creature does something different
every day--it's madness, thinks the big creature.
Can these two creatures learn to appreciate
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each other? Is the island big enough for both of
them? Told with heart and humor, this is a story
about being open to new ways of doing things.
The Cat in the Hat Comes Back - Dr. Seuss
2013-09-24
The riotously funny follow-up to The Cat in the
Hat! The Cat is back—along with some surpise
friends—in this beloved Beginner Book by Dr.
Seuss. Dick and Sally have no time to play. It's
winter and they have mountains of snow to
shovel. So when the Cat comes to visit, he
decides to go inside and to take a bath. No
problem, right? Wrong! The pink ring he leaves
in the tub creates is a very BIG pink problem
when he transfers the stubborn stain from the
bath onto Mother's white dress, Dad's shoes, the
floors, the walls, and ultimately, over the entire
yard full of snow! Will the kids EVER clean up
the mess? You bet they will, with some help from
the Cat and his helpers: 26 miniature cats (AKA
Little Cats A-Z) who live inside the Cat's hat!
This classic Dr. Seuss story is the perfect choice
for beginning readers and read-alouds,
especially on snow days! Originally created by
Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to
read all by themselves, with simple words and
illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
The Eye Book - Theo. LeSieg 1999-09-28
Our eyes see flies. Our eyes see ants. Sometimes
they see pink underpants. Oh, say can you see?
Dr. Seuss’s hilarious ode to eyes gives little ones
a whole new appreciation for all the wonderful
things to be seen!
Seuss-isms! - Dr. Seuss 2018-01-02
Dr. Seuss's New York Times Best Selling book of
inspiring quotes is now available in a large-trim
jacketed edition! Featuring classic art and
cherished quotes from thirty-six of Dr. Seuss's
most beloved works, including Oh, the Places
You'll Go!, The Cat in the Hat, Horton Hears a
Who!, The Lorax, Green Eggs and Ham, Hop on
Pop, and How the Grinch Stole Christmas!, this
book full of valuable advice is a must-have for
every age. Whether someone is just starting out
in life, or they are already off and running, this
humorous and inspiring compilation is the
perfect companion to have by their side! The
more that you read the more things you will
know. The more that you learn, the more places
you'll go. -I Can Read with My Eyes Shut
What Pet Should I Get? - Dr. Seuss 2019-01-08
4/7
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Pick a pet with Dr. Seuss with this bestselling
and silly tail of cats, dogs and more! A dog or a
cat? A fish or a bird? Or maybe a crazy creature
straight from the mind of Dr. Seuss! Which pet
would YOU get? A trip to the pet store turns into
a hilarious struggle when two kids must choose
one pet to take home... but everytime they think
they see an animal they like, they find something
even better! Perfect for animal lovers and Seuss
lover alike, this book will delight readers young
and old. Discovered 22 years after Dr. Seuss's
death, the unpublished manuscript and sketches
for What Pet Should I Get? were previously
published as a 48-page jacketed hardcover with
8 pages of commentary. This unjacketed
Beginner Book edition features the story only.
The cat? Or the dog? The kitten? The pup? Oh,
boy! It is something to make a mind up.
Originally created by Dr. Seuss himself,
Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read.
These unjacketed hardcover early readers
encourage children to read all on their own,
using simple words and illustrations. Smaller
than the classic large format Seuss picture
books like The Lorax and Oh, The Places You’ll
Go!, these portable packages are perfect for
practicing readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents
too!
Hand, Hand, Fingers, Thumb - Al Perkins
2016-09-06
Illus. in full color. A madcap band of dancing,
prancing monkeys explain hands, fingers, and
thumbs to beginning readers.
When Diversity Drops - Julie J. Park 2013-07-16
Julie J. Park examines how losing racial diversity
in a university affects the everyday lives of its
students. She uses a student organization, the
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF) at
“California University,” as a case study to show
how reductions in racial diversity impact the
ability of students to sustain multiethnic
communities. The story documents IVCF’s
evolution from a predominantly white group that
rarely addressed race to the most racially
diverse campus fellowship at the university.
However, its ability to maintain its multiethnic
membership was severely hampered by the drop
in black enrollment at California University
following the passage of Proposition 209, a
statewide affirmative action ban. Park
demonstrates how the friendships that students
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have—or do not have—across racial lines are not
just a matter of personal preference or choice;
they take place in the contexts that are
inevitably shaped by the demographic conditions
of the university. She contends that a strong
organizational commitment to diversity, while
essential, cannot sustain racially diverse student
subcultures. Her work makes a critical
contribution to our understanding of race and
inequality in collegiate life and is a valuable
resource for educators and researchers
interested in the influence of racial politics on
students’ lives.
Dr. Seuss's 1 2 3 - Dr. Seuss 2019-01-08
An easy-to-read counting book, inspired by Dr.
Seuss and illustrated with artwork from his
books! Count on Dr. Seuss to make learning
numbers fun! This simple, rhymed riff about
counting is illustrated with art from some of the
most beloved works by Dr. Seuss, including One
Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish, Did I Ever Tell
You How Lucky You Are?, and Oh, the Thinks
You Can Think! Great for the earliest
reader—and beginning counter—it's a perfect
companion to Dr. Seuss concept books like Mr.
Brown Can Moo! Can You?, The Shape of Me
and Other Stuff, and Dr. Seuss's ABC. Nurture a
love of numbers—and of Dr. Seuss—with this
great new concept book for beginning readers!
The Tooth Book - Dr. Seuss 2017-03-07
A board book edition of a beloved Dr. Seuss
book—now in a larger size! Teeth—they come in
handy when you chew or smile! In Dr. Seuss’s
hilarious ode to teeth, little ones will laugh out
loud as they find out all the things teeth can do
and how to take care of them so they last a
lifetime! With charming illustrations by Joe
Mathieu, this abridged super-simple, supersturdy board book edition will delight babies and
toddlers as they learn about their bodies.
Killing Kennedy - Bill O'Reilly 2012-10-02
A riveting historical narrative of the shocking
events surrounding the assassination of John F.
Kennedy, and the follow-up to mega-bestselling
author Bill O'Reilly's Killing Lincoln More than a
million readers have thrilled to Bill O'Reilly's
Killing Lincoln, the page-turning work of
nonfiction about the shocking assassination that
changed the course of American history. Now
the iconic anchor of The O'Reilly Factor recounts
in gripping detail the brutal murder of John
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Fitzgerald Kennedy—and how a sequence of
gunshots on a Dallas afternoon not only killed a
beloved president but also sent the nation into
the cataclysmic division of the Vietnam War and
its culture-changing aftermath. In January 1961,
as the Cold War escalates, John F. Kennedy
struggles to contain the growth of Communism
while he learns the hardships, solitude, and
temptations of what it means to be president of
the United States. Along the way he acquires a
number of formidable enemies, among them
Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev, Cuban dictator
Fidel Castro, and Allen Dulles, director of the
Central Intelligence Agency. In addition,
powerful elements of organized crime have
begun to talk about targeting the president and
his brother, Attorney General Robert Kennedy.
In the midst of a 1963 campaign trip to Texas,
Kennedy is gunned down by an erratic young
drifter named Lee Harvey Oswald. The former
Marine Corps sharpshooter escapes the scene,
only to be caught and shot dead while in police
custody. The events leading up to the most
notorious crime of the twentieth century are
almost as shocking as the assassination itself.
Killing Kennedy chronicles both the heroism and
deceit of Camelot, bringing history to life in
ways that will profoundly move the reader. This
may well be the most talked about book of the
year.
Hop on Pop - Seuss 2017-03-01
This charming book introduces young children to
words that rhyme, with classic Dr. Seuss fun!
House, Mouse!Hop, Pop!Cup, Pup!Learning
about words that rhyme has never been more
fun - simply change the first letter and the whole
word changes!With his unique combination of
hilarious stories, zany pictures and riotous
rhymes, Dr. Seuss has been delighting young
children and helping them learn to read for over
fifty years.As part of a major rebrand
programme, HarperCollins has relaunched 17 of
Dr. Seuss's best-selling books, including such
perennial favourites as The Cat in the Hat,
Green Eggs and Ham and Fox in Socks. In
response to consumer demand, the bright new
cover designs incorporate much needed
guidance on reading levels, with the standard
paperbacks divided into three reading strands Blue Back Books for parents to share with young
children, Green Back Books for budding readers
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to tackle on their own, and Yellow Back Books
for older, more fluent readers to enjoy. Hop on
Pop belongs to the Blue Back Book range.
Best Modern Christmas Songs - Hal Leonard
Corp. 2021-08-01
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Songbook). This collection
features over 20 popular modern Christmas
songs by today's top artists arranged for piano
and voice with guitar chord frames. Includes:
Christmas Lights (Coldplay) * Christmas Saves
the Year (Twenty One Pilots) * Christmas Tree
Farm (Taylor Swift) * Cozy Little Christmas
(Katy Perry) * Everyday Is Christmas (Sia) *
Glittery (Kacey Musgraves) * Hallelujah (Carrie
Underwood & John Legend) * He Shall Reign
Forevermore (Chris Tomlin) * I Need You
Christmas (Jonas Brothers) * Light of the World
(Lauren Daigle) * Mistletoe (Justin Bieber) *
Santa Tell Me (Ariana Grande) * Underneath the
Tree (Kelly Clarkson) * and more.
Dr. Seuss's I Love Pop! - Dr. Seuss 2019-05-07
Show Dad some love this Father's Day with this
gift book that features art from Dr. Seuss!
Includes unrhymed lines about fatherly love and
makes an ideal choice instead of a card! This
small hardcover book of simple, unrhymed
observations about all the things we love and
appreciate about our dads makes an ideal gift
for fathers (and grandfathers!) of all ages. Dr.
Seuss's I Love Pop is illustrated with full-color
art by Dr. Seuss from the books Hop on Pop,
Horton Hatches the Egg, One Fish Two Fish Red
Fish Blue Fish, and many others. Shower Pop
with love this Valentine's Day!
Hop on Pop - Dr. Seuss 2015-04-14
A sturdy board-book edition of Dr. Seuss’s Hop
on Pop, now available in a larger size perfect for
babies and toddlers! This abridged version of the
classic Beginner Book Hop on Pop introduces
the youngest readers to the wonderful world of
Seussian wordplay. See RED and NED and TED
and ED in BED. And giggle as PAT sits on a HAT
and a CAT and a BAT . . . and almost on a
cactus! (NO PAT NO, don’t sit on that.) A perfect
gift for baby showers, birthdays, and happy
occasions of all kinds, it is also a great way to
show Pop some love on Father’s Day!
Dr. Seuss's Summer Things - Dr. Seuss
2021-04-06
A board book celebration of summer, starring
Thing One and Thing Two from Dr. Seuss's The
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Cat in the Hat! Written in super-simple rhyme,
this fun, sturdy board book features Thing One
and Thing Two as they spend a summer day at
the shore-- swimming, floating, boating, and
more! A perfect gift for summer birthdays, baby
showers, or any time of year, this is an ideal way
to celebrate the season and introduce the very
youngest children to the magical world of Dr.
Seuss!
Children's Picturebook Price Guide - Linda
Zielinski 2006
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Do you unknowingly have $1,000s in children's
picturebooks? Provides values for nearly 23,000
books, covering more than 700 contemporary
illustrators. Presents an overview to collecting
first edition children's picturebooks--clearly and
concisely details the six key factors impacting a
book's collectibility and value. Describes
common collecting strategies, how to identify
first editions, and lists the most valuable
picturebooks by decade from 1930 to the
present.
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